
US warns of China troops build-up on India border

China has increased defence capabilities and deployed more troops along the Indian border, the
Pentagon has said, as it warned of increasing Chinese military presence including bases in
various parts of the world, particularly Pakistan.

“We have noticed an increase in capability and force posture by the Chinese military in areas
close to the border with India,” Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defence for East Asia Abraham M
Denmark told reporters during a news conference here after Pentagon submitted its annual 2016
report to the US Congress on ‘Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s
Republic of China’.

However, Denmark said it is difficult to conclude on the real intention behind this. “It is
difficult to say how much of this is driven by internal considerations to maintain internal
stability, and how much of it is an external consideration,” he said in response to a question
on China upgrading its military command in Tibet.

Referring to US Defence Secretary Ashton Carter’s recent trip to India, Denmark said he had a
very positive and productive visit.

“We’re going to continue to enhance our bilateral engagement with India, not in the China
context, but because India is an increasingly important player by themselves. And we are going
to engage India because of its value,” he said.

The Defence Department also warned of China’s increasing military presence including bases in
various parts of the world, in particular Pakistan – with which it has a “longstanding friendly
relationship and similar strategic interests”.

China and Pakistan may not agree, but the United States believes that India is ready to enter
the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG).

Hours after China defended its blocking India from becoming part of the NSG, the US on Friday
said that India does in fact meet the missile technology control regime requirements for entry
into the NSG.

The remarks about India’s eligibility for the NSG came in response to a question about reports
that China and Pakistan have joined hands to oppose India becoming a member of the NSG.

US sources recently told news agency ANI that they are disappointed with Chinese tactics of
“using Pakistan’s non credentials with the NSG to settle scores with India”.
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